Clubman

Optional
Extras

Clubman

for your folding caravan

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SPACE AND COMFORT BEYOND BELIEF
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Clubman

For extra space and comfort beyond belief.
The Carousel Clubman and Clubman ‘L’ provide
the ultimate in folding caravan luxury.

Clubman Interior

The increased bodylength makes the Clubman
ideal for those who require all the benefits of a
folding caravan coupled with optimum storage
space and comfort. The Clubman‘L’ layout adds
a completely new dimension to the feeling of
spaciousness in a folding caravan.
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Body Length

3.96m (13ft)

Folded Height

1.45m (4ft 9in)

Interior Headroom

1.88m (6ft 2in)

Overall Width

2.08m (6ft 10in)
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Carousel folding caravans offer comfort and luxury like no other as
standard. The final specification of your new Carousel may be tailored
further by the addition of any of the following optional extras.
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Hot Water
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Shipping Length

5.28m (17ft 4in)

MTPLM Max Technically Permissible Laden Mass

1125kg (22cwt)

*Mass in Running Order

892kg (17.5cwt)

KEY TO PLANS

Bed Size

2 x Singles 1.86m x 0.66m (6ft 1in x 2ft 2in)
or Double 1.87m x 1.38m (6ft 11/2in x 4ft 6in)
or King Size 1.87m x 1.86m (6ft 11/2in x 6ft 1in)

Awning SIze

760 - 765cm

Tyre Size

185 x 65R14 6 PLY

A Seat
B Table
C Kitchen
D Drawer Unit
E Wardrobe
F Refrigerator
G Locker
H Toilet comp
I Shelved Unit
J Cupboard
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Clubman L
Clubman front interior
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Berths

2 Berth

Body Length

3.96m (13ft)

Folded Height

1.45m (4ft 9in)

Interior Headroom

1.88m (6ft 2in)

Overall Width

2.08m (6ft 10in)
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Clubman L rear interior
Toilet Compartment
featuring cassette toilet
with electric flush

Clubman L front interior

Shipping Length

5.28m (17ft 4in)

MTPLM Max Technically Permissible Laden Mass

1125kg (22cwt)
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Both models offer diverse layouts for 2 people and
incorporate a toilet compartment with electric flush
toilet, vanity unit and tip-up wash basin in the
design. Hot water and a shower can be fitted if
required.
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*Mass in Running Order

897kg (17.6cwt)

Bed Size

Single 2.27m x 0.66m (7ft 6in x 2ft 2in)
Single 1.87m x 0.64m (6ft 11/2in x 2ft 1in)
or Double 1.87m x 1.40m (6ft 11/2in x 4ft 7in)

Awning SIze

760 - 765cm

Tyre Size

185 x 65R14 6 PLY
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*MIRO includes 22kg weight allowance for gas bottle, mains hook-up lead and toilet flushing fluid.

Plans are not to scale. Whilst every
effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of these statistics, they
may vary depending upon
conditions of manufacture.
Photographs in this brochure are
used for illustration purposes only
and details / colourways are subject
to change without further notice.

Alloy Wheels

All Carousel models may be fitted with a hot water system To enhance the overall styling of your Carousel, alloy
which will provide hot water at the touch of a button! Two wheels are available.
models are available. The first operating on gas or 240V
mains with an additional choice of a 240V mains only
Tyron Safety Bands
unit with 40% extra capacity.
Tyrons will significantly improve the performance and
therefore, safety of any wheel and tyre in the event of
Shower Compartment
deflation by puncture or 'blow-out'. At speed, it assists the
If you choose to have hot water fitted as an optional extra, driver in maintaining steering, cornering, braking and
traction control.
why not make the most of this resource by having a
shower fitted (Standard Width and Clubman models
only).
Caravan Mover

Spare Wheel & Carrier
This ingenious device slides neatly under your Carousel
and is easy to locate and use. The carrier also saves you
transporting a cumbersome spare wheel in your car or
caravan.

For that difficult drive or storage situation, or indeed to
assist you on site, a remote control mover can be fitted to
your Carousel. Two models are available including one
with the 'Powractuator'
motor engagement.

